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ABSTRACT

This study is about research on fluidized bed combustion (FBe) of

high-volatile fuels. The research has been conducted in five chapters. In the first

chapter, literature survey concerning to the problems associated with fluidized bed

combustion of high-volatile fuel are summarized. Rapid volatile matter (VM)

evolution from fuels such as wastes and biomass is one of problems of fluidized

bed incinerators and gasifiers. When VM evolves rapidly in the vicinity of the fuel

feed point, the mixing of VM with reactant gas is poor thus unreacted matter is

anticipated to be released from the reactor. One of the counter measures to solve

this problem is by employing porous solids as bed material.

The second chapter deals with reduction of VM evolution rate by employing

porous solids as bed materials instead of non-porous sand. Effect of bed material

on the onset of devolatilization was measured by use of a bench-scale bubbling

fluidized bed reactor. VM capture by the porous solids (capacitance effect) and

heat transfer rate within the bed, both of which affect VM evolution rate, were also

measured. Four types of porous solids, with capacitance effect and without

capacitance effect, were employed as bed material. By employing porous solids

without capacitance effect, the contribution of reduced heat transfer rate and

capacitance effect to the delay of VM evolution can be separately evaluated. For

porous bed materials with moderate capacitance effect (VM capture of up to 20 %),

the delay of the onset of devolatilization, which was measured by detecting the

flame combustion of the VM, was well explained by the lower heat transfer between

fuel and bed. However, for a porous particle with high capacitance effect (VM

capture of 30 o;(»), capacitance effect also affected the delay of the onset of flame

combustion.
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The third chapter is concerned with a new method to evaluate horizontal

dispersion. A carbon-loaded bed material prepared using the capacitance effect

(VM captured by porous particles) is used as a tracer. The tracer particles are

identical to the remainder of the bed material, except for carbon-loading of a few

weight percent. Two carbon-solid tracers were prepared: using a carbon-loaded

bed material with dividing bed using a partition plate, and using activated carbon

batch injection. Transient change in the horizontal CO concentration profile is

measured in the freeboard and the experimental results are compared with the

theoretically calculated results of one-dimensional diffusion of solids. Thereby, the

horizontal dispersion coefficient is determined. The experimental results agree with

results obtained from the literature.

In the fourth chapter of this thesis, a model of combustion and dispersion of

carbon deposit on porous bed material during bubbling fluidized bed combustion

has been developed. For commercial scale-up purposes, it is important to establish

a model in which both carbon deposit (carbon captured by porous bed particles)

combustion and horizontal solid dispersion take place simultaneously. The

oxidation rate of carbon deposits was measured by burning carbon deposits with

oxygen and measuring the produced C02. Based on the burning rate of carbon

deposits, a one-dimensional mathematical model of carbon deposit combustion in

a bubbling fluidized bed was developed. A two-dimensional mathematical model to

predict the horizontal concentration profile of carbon combustion was also

developed by taking account of both the reaction rate and solid dispersion. The

two-dimensional model was validated through experiments using a

two-dimensional fluidized bed combustor by continuously feeding solids with

carbon deposits into the reactor.
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In the fifth chapter, this work is summarized. The works have covered some

essential innovations on FBC of high-volatile fuels using porous solids as bed

material. The delayed onset of devolatilization is expected to broaden the area of

devolatilization in the reactor, thus to avoid formation of local VM-rich zone in the

freeboard. A new method has been developed to evaluate horizontal dispersion of

solids at high bed temperatures that resemble those of commercial operations. As

the first step to scaling-up of the FBC system using carbon loaded solids prepared

by capacitance effect, the developed model is considered to be applicable to

large-scale BFBCs if the solid dispersion coefficient can be predicted.

Keyword: fluidized bed, volatile matter, porous bed, combustion rate, horizontal

dispersion
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Chapter 1

General Introduction

1.1 Potential energy of biomass and wastes fuels

The increased efforts of the need to reduce C02 emission to prevent global

warming from combustion systems have led to an interest in biomass and wastes as

fuel sources. As a potentially energy renewable resource, biomass and wastes are

gaining more attention worldwide. The use of these fuels to provide partial

substitution of fossil fuels has an additional importance to be C02 neutral. This is

particularly the case with regard to energy plants, which are periodically planted and

harvested. During their growth, these plants have consumed C02 from the

atmosphere for photosynthesis which is released again during combustion. An

additional benefit from using wastes as fuels is that the volume of waste is reduced,

consequently the need for large landfill areas can be minimized [1].

The biomass can be grouped into the following categories: wood residues,

agricultural residues, dedicated energy crops and industrial and municipal waste of

plant origin [2]. At present, biomass is converted into heat and electricity most often

by combustion and gasification. Biomass and wastes are found in large quantities of

residues associated with agricultural residues production such as straw, bagasse,
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coffee husks, rice husk, waste woods and processing industries. Unlike fossil fuels

which are limited in availability, these resources are not only abundantly available,

but also renewable. The production of straw (from cereals like wheat, barley and

oat) was distributed fairly uniformly world-wide, both in developing and developed

countries, whereas the production of others is predominantly found in the

developing countries. Rice husk and straw are the most important agricultural

biomass in quantity, amounting to 43%) of the total residues [3]. Rice husk is found

in over 75 countries where rice is grown and represents, according to variety,

14-35% of the weight of harvested rice [4].

The high energy content in wastes such as plastic wastes can also be used to

replace fossil fuels for energy production. Plastic generally has high calorific value

products ranging from 18000 to 38000 kcal/kg [5]. The high energy content of

plastics as well as the chemical composition of plastics is demanding for alternative

treatment of plastic refuses where plastic waste is considered as a resource of

energy and as chemical raw material. In the case of wastes, the rapid developments

in plastics technology have led the use of plastics in many applications ranging from

wrappers to high strength engineered plastic composites for industrial use [6]. The

waste arising from this expanding use of plastics is enormous, however only a small

percentage have been recycled, while the large majority is landfill or disposal.
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Consequently, the responsible for disposal of plastic wastes has created serious

social and environmental issues. So, it is expected to decrease in the future since

the landfill space is depleted and plastic wastes are resistant to environmental

degradation. In addition, recycling is generally used only to produce low grade

plastic products, such as, sewer pipes, plastic fencing, industrial plastic pallets,

traffic cones, playground equipment and garden furniture [7].

1.2 Characteristic of biomass and wastes fuels

Unlike fossil fuels, some physical and chemical properties of biomass and

wastes fuels complicate their processing and combustion. These properties may

include moisture content, low bulk density, low melting point of the ash and high

content of volatile matter.

In general, moisture content of biomass is higher than coal fuel, however, it can

be lower since the crop products like rice, coconuts, groundnuts must be dried

before the husks removed. The bulk density of biomass is low that causes a

complication of their processing, transportation and combustion [3]. In addition,

biomass is relatively rich in alkali and alkaline earth metal, causing it to melt at

relatively low bed temperatures which in the worst case may result in total

defluidization and unscheduled shutdown [4].
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Biomass and wastes are characterized to be high volatile matter (VM) content

fuels. The amount of VM which contains in biomass and wastes fuels might range

from 60% to 80% and more, compared with a typical figure of 20-30% of medium

rank coals [8]. The most of the energy is associated with its volatile content rather

than with the solid residue i.e, char.

Water vapor is one of the first volatile components to be produced at just over

100 °C, when a solid fuel is heated gradually up to, e.g., 900°C. Subsequently, H2,

CO, and C02 are produced, together with a wide suite of hydrocarbons, ranging

from CH4 up to tars. Occasionally, soot is generated during devolatilisation; the

elements Nand S can appear as NH3, HCN, CH3CN, H2S, COS, and CS2 [9].

In addition, high VM indicates to be easier to ignite and to burn which in turn

results in higher combustion efficiency. However, it is difficult to convert the VM in

the combustion process since the rapid VM evolution especially near fuel feed point.

Efforts must be taken to achieve complete combustion to ensure low emissions of

CO and unburned hydrocarbons. Care must also need to handle related to the

formation product combustion of gaseous pollutants such as.No., S02 and N20.

1.3 Fluidized bed combustion of high-volatile fuels

Refuse incineration plant is a well-proven and established method to handle the
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increasing amount of municipal waste and biomass. The use of fluidized bed

combustion (FBC) for waste and biomass incineration has expanded since the

twentieth century either for energy recovery or wastes disposal. This technology is

well known as one of the promising techniques for its excellent gas-solid mixing and

favorable emission characteristics. Pre-processing of biomass/wastes feeds to

acceptable particle size and moisture content, usually necessary for conventional

technologies, can then be minimized in fluidized-bed operations, as long as it could

be conveniently fed into the bed. FBC technology is usually indicated to be the best

choice, or sometimes the only choice, to convert alternative fuels to energy due to

its fuel flexibility and the possibility to achieve an efficient and clean operation [10]

A great removal and combustion efficiency can be obtained from fluidized-bed

combustors. It is also found that a high recovery of heat can be achieved, this is

mainly due to the heat transfer coefficient in fluidized bed combustors is much

greater than that of conventional combustion systems. However, the high heat

transfer means a rapid evolution of VM during heating of feed wastes/biomass.

Thus local VM evolution takes place only in the vicinity of the fuel feed point. Due

to insufficient mixing of gas in the upper freeboard in fluidized bed combustors,

complete combustion is not easy. Often unburned hydrocarbons are released from

combustors and it is anticipated that dioxins are formed from such unburned
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hydrocarbons if CI is present. Another problem of local VM evolution is local heat

release in the freeboard, which forms locally high temperature region and enhances

NOx formation.

1.4 Counter measures to reduce high-volatile matter evolution

Numerous investigations have been conducted to minimize the harmful of

emission and dioxins caused by the high rate of VM evolution. Reducing of bed

temperature from the optimum temperature normally used at 1123 K and by

minimizing gas superficial into the bed lead to lower a high reaction during coal

combustion as reported by Fujiwara et.a/., 1995 [11]. Controlling the waste feed rate

[12] and introducing baffles in the freeboard [13] enable to enhance the mixing of air

to VM. Another possible measure to suppress the rapid VM evolution is the use of a

porous bed material that captures hydrocarbons in the pores as a carbon deposit

[14-18]. It reduces the amount of evolved VM and increases the conversion of

carbon in the dense bed. For that reason, it is expected to enhance the horizontal

dispersion of carbonaceous materials by solid mixing in the dense bed. It is also

expected to inhibit the formation of local fuel-rich zones as well as high-temperature

zones in the freeboard
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1.4.1 Reducing of bed temperature

During combustion of biomass and wastes fuels, it was observed a

considerable degree of freeboard burning of VM, particularly during over-bed

feeding. There was increased freeboard combustion which led to an increase in

freeboard temperature within the region near the feed point whereas the dense bed

temperature fell as seen in Fig. 1-1.

~: :: ,;: ::: :::: :::; ::: ;::
10(x) 2000 3000 4000 ·5000 60001000 8000

Height above the'dtstrlbutor pare. fmm]

Fig.1-1 The temperature profiles in the FBe combustor during the combustion of biomass

[3].

One solution to solve above phenomena is to reduce bed temperature operation

of fluidized bed combustion. However, the problem is, while a measure taken to

decrease one of the emissions may prove successfully, it has the opposite on one
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or two of the others. Bed temperature is undoubtedly as the single most important

parameter affecting the rates of formation and destruction emission in fluidized bed

combustion. The temperature in the bed is usually maintained at approximately

1123 K so that sulfur capture can be minimized. However, the observation that NO

flue gas increases with decreasing bed temperature, while N20 exhibits an inverse

effect.

1.4.2 Providing heating surfaces in the freeboard

Compared with coals, biomass/wastes fuels are characterized by higher

contents of volatile matter. This indicates that the residues are easier to ignite and

to burn, although the combustion is expected to be rapid and difficult to control. The

high volatile matter contents are also expected to affect the overall combustion

process. The implication of the high volatile matter contents is that the design and

operation principles normally adopted for coal combustion systems, may not be

applied for the combustion of biomass/wastes fuels. Care must be taken to achieve

complete combustion of the volatiles to ensure higher combustion efficiency and

low emissions of CO, hydrocarbons and PAH [8].

Since biomass and wastes are categorized as a high volatile matter fuel, it is

required to maintain the bed thermally stable for optimal combustion temperature. In
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such a case, the provision of heat transfer surfaces in the above bed zone would be

needed, in order to remove excess heat. The location of volatile matter combustion

significantly affects the heat release profiles along the combustor. This issue is

strictly connected to the extension and location of heat exchange surfaces, to the

pathways to pollutants formation, to the reliability and safety of combustor

operation.

--....•_ ~-_.__ _._--------_._-- __ __._--_._--- .
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Fig.1- 2. Profiles of temperature as a function of the presence of baffles [13].

The considerations must be taken about quantifying the amount of heat surface

required in the freeboard. Little surface would result in excessive temperature in the

freeboard and enhance high temperature at the gas exit. However, too much heat
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transfer surface may affect ignition process slowing down heat reaction and hence

reducing combustion efficiency.

Installing baffles in the freeboard is one of the solutions for this situation [13].

VM combustion significantly affects the heat release profiles along the combustor.

By installing baffles in the freeboard, mixing of combustion with VM is enhanced so

that the concentration of CO is lower as can be seen on Fig. 1-2.

1.4.3 Air fluidization flow effect

Another important aspect concerning on VMs which are released in the bottom

bed and burnt in the freeboard zone is whether the fluidization air flow should be

varied. Reduction of gas fluidization velocity into the bed is one of methods to

minimize a high rate VM rate, hence to lower emission of unburnt gases [11]. The

air flow may be split into two streams, the primary air passing trough the dense bed

and the secondary air, perhaps pre-heated or not, being supplied direct to the

freeboard. By optimizing secondary air injection [12, 20] enables to enhance mixing

of combustion air with volatile matter. Effect of secondary air injection on NOx

concentration in flue gas can be seen in Fig. 3. The addition of secondary air is

effective in reducing NOx levels for refuse derived fuel (RDF). The results indicate

that NOx concentration is higher for RDF-B than that for RDF-A and after the
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injection of secondary air, NOx concentration is reduced greatly. For RDF-A, after

the injection of secondary air, NOx concentration is reduced considerably under

high air ratio conditions.
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Fig. 1-3. Effect of secondary air injection on Nox concentration in flue gas [20].

An increase on excess air has been generally associated with an increase on

the N20 flue gas. In the case of air staging, however, its influence on the N20 flue

gas does not seem to meet a general consensus. In some cases, the air staging

operation results in a decrease on the N20 flue gas concentration, whereas in other

cases the effect seems to be weak and temperature dependent [21,22]. These

discrepancies can probably be attributed to local conditions like the temperature,

catalytic surfaces, etc.
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1.4.4 Employing porous particle as fluidized bed material

One feature of biomass and wastes as a fuel is high VM content. Due to high

heat transfer from the bed material to fuel, VM evolution occurs very rapidly when

fuel is fed into the bed. Thus local volatile matter evolution takes place only in the

vicinity of the fuel feed point. Due to insufficient mixing of gas in the upper

freeboard in fluidized bed combustors, complete combustion is difficult to achieve.

Often unburned hydrocarbons are released from combustors and it is anticipated

that dioxins are formed from such unburned hydrocarbons.

The extensive combustion of volatiles in the freeboard results in higher

temperature in the freeboard zone than in bottom bed and a considerable amount of

that heat is carried away by the outgoing gas. If the VM are burned in the bed, the

heat released mainly absorbed by the bed material. Hence the combustion in the

freeboard can be avoided or minimized. A direct consequence of volatiles bypass of

the bed from biomass/wastes fuels is that the post combustion of volatiles in the

freeboard leads to significant local overheating with respect to the bed.

One of counter measures to solve the above problems in fluidized bed

conversion is to employ porous solids as bed material instead of conventional

quartz sands. The porous materials capture the VM in their pores in the dense bed

as carbon deposit. For a heavy oil cracking process, porous bed materials were
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found to capture heavy oil at a temperature range of 690-800 K, as shown

schematically in Fig. 4 [9]. Franke et al. (1999) revealed that "capacitance effect"

of porous particles occurred under waste incineration conditions at a temperature of

1073 K [14].

Porous solid

arbon
deposit

Fig. 1-4. Capacitance effect of porous particle.

Porous bed particles capture volatile matter in the dense bed as carbon deposit

in the pores of the porous bed material. When the porous particles were employed

into fluidized bed combustion of wastes, the retention of volatile matter in the

bottom of bed was increased. The effect of porous bed has been employed for

combustion of plastic pellet [24, 25] and for combustion of rice husk [26]. The

emissions of hydrocarbons including dioxins were able to reduce. The carbon

retention was strongly affected by the type of porous solids. Another advantage of

porous bed material is lower heat transfer rate from bed to fuel [27-28]. It

moderates the evolution of volatile matter, thus it is expected to inhibit the formation
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of local fuel-rich zone as well as high temperature zone.

The porous bed material has also been reported to enhance the horizontal

dispersion of carbonaceous material. The horizontal concentration of carbon

became uniform and the concentrations of unburnt gaseous became less than

those of the conventional sand particle (OS) as seen in Fig. 1-5.
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Fig. 1-5. Horizontal concentration profile in the freeboard at 30 cm above distributor [9].

1.5 Concluding Remarks

As reviewed above, this research focuses on fluidized bed combustion of

high-volatile fuels such as biomass and wastes. Table 1.1 shows a summary of

characteristics of biomass and wastes fuels and their counter measures. The study

is emphasized on improvement of carbon burn-up during fluidized bed combustion

of high-volatile fuels which includes how to control emission caused by rapid VM
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evolution and development of a mathematical model to predict the horizontal

concentration profile of carbon deposit combustion by taking account of both the

reaction rate and solid dispersion.

In the present study, high VM evolution rate is suppressed by employinq porous

bed material instead of conventional bed material of quartz sand. Porous bed

material has been reported to reduce heat transfer rate and it delayed volatile

matter evolution, but the previous works were conducted with capacitance effect.

Thus it is possible that the former results of volatile mater evolution were affected by

both heat transfer and by capacitance effect. The effect of solely heat transfer rate

on volatile matter evolution rate has not yet been fully clarified.

Table 1-1 Characteristics of biomass/wastes fuel with problems and their counter

measures

Characteristics Problems Counter measure

High volatile matter - Local volatile matter - Reducing bed temperature

- High freeboard - Controlling the feed wastes

temperature - Installing baffles in

- Dioxins (PCDDs and freeboard

PCDFs) - Controlling air fluidization

- NOx and N20 formation - Employing porous bed

material

15



Porous bed materials capture VM as carbon deposits during fluidized bed

combustion of high-volatile fuels. Carbon deposits burn in a dense bed mixed with

bed materials; thereby enhancing horizontal dispersion of carbonaceous materials.

The schematic diagram is summarized in Fig. 1-6.

Uniformly horizontal
distribution

unrefacted tar
Insufficient
gas mixture
--------+) LocalVM

evolution

t

~·····
~ ~ ~ ~· . . .· . . .· . . .· . . .· . . .· . . .

Suppressed VM

t

Fluidizing gas

Porous bed

Fluidizing gas

Fig. 1-6 Mechanism of the enhancement of horizontal dispersion of carbon deposited.

An innovation method is needed to measure horizontal dispersion of solids at

high bed temperatures that resemble those of commercial operations.

Carbon-loaded porous bed materials that had been prepared by capacitance effect

(volatile matter capture by porous particles) have a possibility to use as a tracer.

Quantitative analyses incorporating the combustion rate of carbon deposits, the

solid dispersion rate, and the horizontal scale of combustor are necessary to apply

porous bed materials to large-scale combustors. In addition, for rational scaling-up

of reactors, the removal rate of carbon deposits must necessarily be raised, but
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information to do so is still lacking. Therefore, it is necessary to establish a model of

a bubbling fluidized bed combustor (BFBC) in which both carbon deposit

combustion and horizontal solid dispersion occur simultaneously.

1.6 Content of the present thesis

The overview of this thesis is divided into three objective studies in the

following way within five chapters as bellows:

Chapter 1: General introduction

Chapter 2: Reduction of volatile matter evolution rate from a plastic pellet

during bubbling fluidized bed pyrolysis by using porous bed material

Chapter 3: A new method to evaluate horizontal solid dispersion in a bubbling

fluidized bed.

Chapter 4: Model of combustion and dispersion of carbon deposited on porous bed

material during bubbling fluidized bed combustion

Chapter 5: Conclusion

The first study deals with reduction of VMevolution of wastes fuels. The

contribution of reduced heat transfer rate and capacitance effect to the delay of

volatile matter evolution is evaluated by employing various bed materials with and

without capacitance effect.

17



The second study is proposed to develop a new method to evaluate

horizontal dispersion of solids in bubbling fluidized beds. A carbon-loaded bed

material prepared using the capacitance effect (volatile matter captured by porous

particles) is used as a tracer. Two carbon-solid tracers were prepared: using a

carbon-loaded bed material with dividing bed using a partition plate, and using

activated carbon batch injection. A comparison is also made with the literature

results.

The third objective deals with a mathematical model which includes carbon

deposited combustion and horizontal dispersion. In this study, the oxidation rate of

carbon deposits is measured by burning carbon deposits with oxygen and

measuring the produced C02. Based on the burning rate of carbon deposits, a

one-dimensional mathematical model of carbon deposit combustion in a bubbling

fluidized bed is developed. A two-dimensional mathematical model to predict the

horizontal concentration profile of carbon combustion is also developed by taking

account of both the reaction rate and solid dispersion. Experiments using a

two-dimensional bubbling fluidized bed validated the model.
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Chapter 2

Reduction of volatile matter evolution rate from a plastic pellet

during bubbling fluidized bed pyrolysis by using porous bed

material

2.1 Introduction

Fluidized Bed Combustors (FBCs) using biomass and wastes as fuels for power

generation is recognized to have benefits such as recovering the large amounts of

energy remaining in the fuels, reducing the waste volumes, etc. One feature of

biomass and wastes as fuels is high volatile matter content. Due to high heat

transfer from the bed material to fuel, volatile matter evolution occurs very rapidly

when fuel is fed into the bed. Thus local volatile matter evolution takes place only in

the vicinity of the fuel feed point. If the mixing of gas in the upper freeboard is

insufficient in fluidized bed combustors, complete combustion is not easy. Often

unburned hydrocarbons are released from combustors and it is anticipated that

dioxins are formed from such unburned hydrocarbons (PCDDs and PCDFs) [1, 2].

Another problem of local volatile matter evolution is local heat release in the

freeboard, which forms locally high temperature region and enhances NOx

formation.
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Numerous investigations have been conducted to minimize the formation of

harmful dioxins caused by the high rate of volatile matter evolution. Reducing bed

temperature and reducing gas superficial velocity into the bed lead to lower heating

rate during waste combustion [3]. Controlling the waste feed rate suppresses the

fluctuation of volatile matter evolution [4], and introducing baffles in the freeboard

enabled to enhance the mixing of air to volatile matter [5].

Another possible measure to suppress the rapid volatile matter evolution is the

use of porous bed material that captures hydrocarbon in the pores as carbon

deposit, so called "capacitance effect" [6 - 11]. It reduces the amount of evolved

volatile matter and increases the conversion of carbon in the dense bed, thus it is

expected to enhance the horizontal dispersion of carbonaceous materials and to

inhibit the formation of local fuel-rich zone as well as high temperature zone in the

freeboard [6 - 8]. Another advantage of porous bed material is lower heat transfer

rate from bed to the fuel. Porous bed material was reported to reduce heat transfer

rate, thus it delayed volatile matter evolution [7, 12, 13]. However, the previous

works were conducted using porous solids with capacitance effect. Thus it is

possible that the former results of delayed volatile mater evolution were affected by

both reduced heat transfer and by capacitance effect. The effect of solely heat

transfer rate on volatile matter evolution rate has not yet been fully clarified.
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In this work, porous solids which have capacitance effect and negligible

capacitance effect were employed as bed materials. Heat transfer rate, volatile

capture, and volatile matter evolution rate were measured. The relative importance

heat transfer and capacitance effect on volatile matter evolution is discussed.

2.2 Experimental

2.2.1 Measurement of devolatilization rate and volatile matter capture

Devolatilization experiments were conducted using a laboratory-scale bubbling

fluidized bed reactor of 5.3 em in inner diameter, as shown in Fig. 2-1.

Pellet Feed

Flow meter

O2 Gas Cylinder

Cooling
GasAnalyzers

lIIr·Q1=a1

Data Processor

Jc=JL
Electric Furnace

N2 Gas Cylinder

Fig. 2-1. Fluidized bed apparatus for devolatilization.
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The bed was heated up electrically and the bed temperature was maintained at

943K. Four types of porous bed materials, porous silica 06, porous alumina MSC,

MS-1S and AS were employed. For A8, two different size fractions were employed.

The properties of porous bed materials are shown in Tab. 1. Porous materials MSC,

MS1-8 and A8 had capacitance effect whereas 06 made from highly pure silica did

not capture volatile matter as shown later. Also non-porous bed quartz sand (as) of

273 um was employed for comparison. The bed material was packed in the reactor

with a static bed height of 10 cm. The bed was fluidized by nitrogen gas at

superficial velocities of 0.13 mls and 0.21 m/s. A detector of ultraviolet light (UV),

which is formed during flame combustion, with an oxygen injection nozzle was

installed in the freeboard at 25 cm above the distributor.

Table 2-1. Properties of porous particles.

Composition[wt%] MS-1S MSC

Ab03 84.7 93.7

Si02 2.2

Ti02 1.1

Fe20 3 5.8 0.3

CaO 0.8

S03 3.8 1.9

slzejum] 399 200

A*[m2/g] 195 211

V** [cm3/g] 0.32 0.45

* A: surface area, **V : pore volume.
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To simulate high volatile fuel, cylindrical polyethylene pellets were used-with

typical size of 1cm in diameter and 1 cm in length. A fuel pellet was fed from the top

of the reactor onto the dense bed. After the fuel feed, heat up and devolatilization

took place. The upward streaming volatile matter was mixed with oxygen supplied

through the oxygen nozzle, and it was burned. During flame combustion, ultraviolet

light emission was detected by the UV-sensor, thus the time for the devolatilization

was measured. After devolatilization, the amount of captured carbon was

determined by feeding oxygen into the bed to burn it and measuring the

concentration of C02 in the flue gas. Flue gas was sampled at the reactor exit after

removing particles with a silica filter and removing water vapor by cooling in an ice

bath. Concentrations of 02 were measured by paramagnetic continues gas analyzer.

Concentrations of CO and C02 were measured by NDIR analyzers.

There are two approaches to determine the onset of devolatilization as an index

of devolatilization rate. One is the detection of gaseous products such as C02 and

COI both of which are formed by the oxidation of the volatile matter with oxygen

injected into the freeboard. The other is the detection of flame combustion of volatile

matter by detecting UV light. The response of the former is usually slower than the

latter due to the time lag in the gas sampling line and the infrared absorption

chamber in the NDIR analyzer. The detection of UV light is sufficiently fast since it
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detects the light formed in the reactor without any time lag, provided the flame is

formed. However, if the concentration of volatile matter is too low to maintain the

flame, the detection of UV light may fail to detect volatile matter evolution. If the

capacitance effect is too strong, such failure may occur. In this work both

approaches, detection of gaseous products and UV light, were employed. For the

detection of gaseous products, the time lag due to the delay of the analyzer was

corrected by measuring the delay using impulse injection of standard gas.

2.2.2 Heat Transfer Measurement

The experiments were carried out in a fluidized bed reactor made of stainless

steel with inner diameter of 53 mm. The reactor was covered with electric heating

elements to control the bed temperature. The bed temperature was 943K. In order

to avoid the corrosion of the probe surface, nitrogen was employed as fluidizing gas.

The gas velocities were 0.13 mIs, 0.17 mls and 0.21 m/s. The same bed materials

as the devolatilization experiments were employed....The same static bed height as

the devolatilizationexperiments of 10 cm was employed.

A brass cylinder of 10 mm in diameter with 11.2 mm in length was used as a

probe. The cylindrical shape was similar with the shape of the fuel pellets employed

for the devolatilization experiments. Thermocouple wires (diameter, CI> =0.32mm)
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were lead to the center of the probe and there joint by a brass nail to form

thermocouple (Fig. 2-2).

Compression

Brass sphere

'\:
--r---I-

e...
a
3
3

11.2 mm

Brass nail

Ceramic tube

Thermocouple

(<1> 0.32 mm)

Fig. 2-2 Probe to measure heat transfer coefficient.

The bed was heated to a temperature of 943 K, and then the probe at a room

temperature was fast dipped into the bed to a position 2 cm below the surface of the

static bed until a constant probe temperature was reached. The temperature of the

probe (T) and the bed temperature (Tb) were measured using the thermocouples

and recorded in a computer. Assuming that the heat conduction in the probe was so

good that the temperature in the probe was uniform, the change in the probe

temperature can be written as follows:

dT
CprobPprobV prob dt :;:: hSprob (Tb - T) (2-1)

where h is the heat transfer coefficient. With the known data for probe's density
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(Pprob), probe's volume (Vprob), external surface area (Sprob) and specific heat (Cprob),

heat transfer coefficient can be determined.

h =CprobP probV prob In(T(O)- Tb J
Sprobt T(t)-r;

2.3 Results and Discussion

2.3.1 Measurement of devolatilization rate and volatile matter capture

(2-2)

(2-3)

Typical results of the change in C02 concentration in the flue gas are shown in

Fig. 2-3. Volatile matter evolved after one plastic pellet was fed into the dense bed.

The volatile matter that escaped from the bed was then burned in the freeboard by

injecting O2 through the UV-detector nozzle and the produced C02 was measured.

Then oxygen was fed into the dense bed to burn carbon deposit. For porous silica

Q6, negligible amount of C02 was detected during carbon deposit combustion. This

indicates that the polyethylene pellet was all converted to volatile matter and the

volatile matter was not captured by Q6. Porous bed Q6 had no capacitant effect

though the internal surface area was the largest among the samples.
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Fig. 2-3 Carbon deposit formation over bed materials (time 0 - 480 s: volatile matter

evolution followed by its combustion in the freeboard by feeding oxygen through

the UV-detector nozzle; time 480 - 600 s: combustion of carbon deposit by

feeding oxygen into the bed.

In contrary, when porous alumina MSC was employed in the bed, a significant

production of carbon dioxide was detected during oxygen feed to the dense bed.

This indicates that MSC captured volatile matter form the pellet, l.e, MSC has

capacitant effect.

Fig. 2-4 shows the effect of solid type and gas velocity on volatile matter capture.

The volatile matter capture efficiency was defined as the amount of carbon deposit

divided by the amount of carbon in the fuel pellet, since the fuel (polyethylene

pellet) was converted completely to the volatile matter without forming char (Fig.

2-3a). Four types of porous bed materials were employed at given superficial gas
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velocities of 0.13 mls and 0.21 m/s. Porous silica Q6 had negligible activity to

capture carbon in the volatile matter. Other porous bed materials, MSC, MS-1B, fine

and coarse AB, captured volatile matter significantly. Especially, fine AB had high

activity and captured approximately 30 % of volatile matter at lower gas velocity (13

cm/s), though the carbon capture was reduced to 20 % at higher gas velocity. MSC,

MS-1B, and coarse AB captured approximately 20 % of volatile matter.

Temp.: 943 K, Fluidizing gas: N2,

PE pellet (1 cm in diam, 1 cm in length)

0.4
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Fig. 2-4. Effect of gas velocity on carbon deposit/carbon feed.

Fig. 2-5 shows the typical output signals of UV detector during combustion of

volatile matter released from a polyethylene pellet at a gas velocity of 0.13 m/s. For

QS, flame combustion started soon just 8 s after the pellet was fed. It then was

followed by Q6 at 16s, coarse AB at 21s and 'the last one was MS-1B at 30s. As an
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index of volatile matter evolution rate, the onset of flame detection by the UV

detector was chosen in this work in the same manner as previous work [13].

--·AB coarse
········OS
-06
-s-MS18
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Temp.: 943 K; Fluidizing gas: N2; PE pellet
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Fig. 2-5. Typical output signal from UV detector during devolatilization.

The onset of flame detection in relation to capture carbon for different bed

materials is shown in Fig. 2.6. At a velocity of 0.13 mIs, the volatile matter capture

was almost the same among MSC, MS-1 B and coarser AB (AB385), but the onset

of flame detection was totally different among them. Finer AB (AB237) had the

highest volatile matter capture and it showed the latest onset of devolatilization.

Although 06 had negligible capacitance effect, the onset of flame detection was

between MSC and coarser AB (AB385). Thus it can be concluded that the onset of

the devolatilization had no clear relationship with the capacitance effect.
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Fig. 2-6. Onset of flame detection vs. carbon deposit on different bed materials.

2.3.2 Heat transfer coefficient

Fig. 2-7 shows the transient change difference in the temperature between the

fluidized bed and the probe. Since In(T - Tb) had straight-line relationship with time,

average heat transfer coefficients were calculated from the slope in Fig. 2-8

according to eq. 2~3. Fig. 2-8 shows the effect of gas velocity on the heat transfer

coefficient. The heat transfer coefficient for porous alumina MSC, MS-1B, and AB

(both coarse and fine) increased slightly with increasing gas velocity, while it was

almost constant for porous silica 06. Comparison was made with non-porous bed

material quartz sand (OS273), which had the highest heat transfer coefficient and

also had a tendency to increase slightly with increase in gas velocity. For porous

bed material AB, this figure also indicates that the smaller fraction (AB237) had
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higher heat transfer coefficient than the coarser fraction (AB385). Usually, the heat

transfer coefficient of smaller particles is larger than that of coarser particles [14].

Nevertheless, the heat transfer coefficient of as (273 urn) was higher than those of

MSC (200 urn), fine AB (237 urn) and 06 (253 urn) in spite of larger size.

Gas velocity: 0.13m/s,

1000

~ 100
I

I-

1- -MS-1sl
-as

" " <,
<,

10

o 20 40
Time [5]

60

Fig. 2-7. Transient change in the difference in temperature between heat transfer probe

and fluidized bed after dipping probe into hot fluidized bed (measurement of heat

transfer coefficient at gas velocity = 0.13 m/s).

This is attributable to the lower density of particles. According to the packet

renewal model proposed by Mickley and Fairbanks [15, 16], heat transfer coefficient

is given from thermal conductivity of emulsion (k,0), particle density (Ps), void

fraction in the emulsion (emf), specific heat of particle (Cps), bubble frequency (nw),

and the bubble fraction in the bed (&v).
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(2-5)

Since porous particles have lower particle density than non-porous sand, they could

suppress the heat transfer rate.
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Fig. 2-8. Effect of gas velocity and porous bed type on heat transfer coefficient.

Fig. 2-9 shows the relationship between heat transfer coefficient and the onset

of flame detection by the UV detector. The onset of the flame detection was well

correlated with the heat transfer coefficient among QS, MSC, Q6, coarse AB

(AB385) and MS-1 B. However, when fine AB (AB237) was employed as a bed

material, the flame combustion was detected later in spite of relatively high heat

transfer coefficient, comparing to the relationship observed for other solids. An

explanation of the delay of flame combustion is the highest capacitance effect of

fine AB; the volatile matter capture efficiency for fine AB was about 0.3 whereas it
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was at best 0.2 for other solids. Due to high volatile matter capture by the fine AS,

the concentration of volatile matter in the freeboard could not be sufficient to

maintain flame combustion, thus the onset of the flame detection was delayed.

Terrp.: 943 K, Fluidizing gas: ~, 0.13 rrVs Temp. 943 K, Fluidizing gas : ~, 0.21 rrVs
PE pellet (1cm in diam, 1 cm in length) PE pellet (1 cmdiam, 1cmlength)
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Fig. 2-9. Relationship between the onset of flame detection and heat transfer

coefficient for different gas velocities.

Fig. 2-10 shows the relationship between the onset of flame detection and onset

of CO2 detection for different gas velocity of 0.13 mls and 0.21 m/s. Except for fine

AS, the onset of flame detection agreed well with the onset of CO2 detection or

flame detection occurred earlier than C02 detection. The delay of C02 detection

may be due to the distance from the reactor to the gas analyzer unit. When fine AS

was employed, the onset of flame detection was considerably later than the onset of

CO2 detection, especially at lower gas velocity (13 cm/s). This is attributable to the

high of volatile matter capture efficiency of fine AS, consequently the concentration
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of volatile matter was not sufficient to perform quick flame combustion. Instead, the

onsets of emissions of CO and C02 from the reactor were observed earlier for the

fine AB. Thus for solids with strong capacitance effect, detection of produced

gaseous components is considered to be a better approach. to detect the onset of

devolatilization rather than the detection of flame combustion, though the detection

of flame combustion is better approach for solids moderate capacitance effect.
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Fig. 2-10. Onset of flame detection VS. onset of CO2 detection.

The minimum among the onset of flame combustion (tflame), the onset of CO2

detection (tC02) and the onset of CO detection (teo) to the average heat transfer

coefficient is shown in Fig. 2.11. This figure shows that the onset of devolatilization

was well correlated with the heat transfer coefficient for all type of bed materials.

Comparison to Figs. 9 and 10 can give an explanation that the late of flame and

CO2detection for fine AB was due to high efficiency of capacitant effect.
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Fig. 2-11. Minimum among the onset of flame detection, the onset of CO2 detection and the

onset of CO detection VS. heat transfer coefficient.

2.4. Conclusions

Various porous bed materials were employed in fluidized bed experiments to

evaluate the effect of volatile matter capture and heat transfer coefficient to the

delay of devolatilization during heat up of plastic pellets. The onset of flame

detection was found to be delayed by employing porous bed materials compared to

non-porous quartz sand. Volatile matter capture (capacitance effect) and heat

transfer coefficient of the porous solids were also measured. For four different types

of porous bed, 06, coarse AB, MSC and MS-1 B, all of which had volatile matter

efficiency lower than 0.2, the onset of flame detection was mainly determined by the

heat transfer rate. However, the delay of the flame combustion for fine AB was

observed, although this bed material had relatively high heat transfer coefficient.
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This was due to the strong capacitance effect which reduced volatile matter

concentration in the freeboard to form flame. For bed materials with strong

capacitance effect, detection of gaseous components will be better approach,

though the delay of the measurement apparatus should be corrected and the

correction of the delay may cause the inaccuracy of measurement of time.

Symbols used

Cprob [J/kgK] specific heat of probe

Cps [J/kgK] specific heat of particle

h [W/m2K] heat transfer coefficient

keo [W/mK] thermal conductivity of emulsion

nw [1/s] bubble frequency

Sprobe [m2] external surface area of probe

T [K] temperature of probe

Tb [K] bed temperature

t [s.] time

teo [s] the onset of CO detection

teo2 [s] the onset of C02 detection

tflame [s] the onset of flame combustion
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[m3
]Vprob volume of probe

Greek symbols

[-] bubble fraction

emf [-] void fraction in the emulsion

pprob [kg/m3
] density of probe

Ps [kg/m3
] density of particle
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Chapter 3

A new method to evaluate horizontal solid dispersion in a bubbling

fluidized bed

3.1 Introduction

Horizontal mixing of solids in fluidized bed conversion processes is one of

important components for operation and design of commercial units. The

conversion efficiency of the system will decrease because of poor contact of solids

with gaseous reactants if the solids are not fully mixed horizontally. In addition, poor

solid mixing might cause undesired temperature profiles as a result of localized

reactions. Therefore, to ensure good solid mixing, understanding of horizontal solid

mixing phenomena is necessary.

Some reports have described methods of measuring horizontal solid mixing in

fluidized beds. The experimental techniques usually involve injection of tracer

particles into the bed. The necessary properties of tracers are: safe material that is

easily obtained, handled, and detected, with particle density and size that are

identical, or at least similar, to the bed material; the particles must be easily

removed from the bed material after mixing, and be applicable to experiments at

elevated temperatures. Various tracers have been used. Salt particles have been

used [1, 2], but they present difficulties of tracer removal after the experiments. For
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that reason, repeated experiments are usually difficult. Another type of tracer is

magnetic [3], but it necessitates separation of tracers from the bed material after a

single run. Radioactive tracers [4] are not easily obtained and require special care

for handling. Tracer techniques using image analysis to follow the phosphor tracers

or colored tracers were also used to investigate solid mixing [5, 6, 7, 8, 9], but the

phosphor/colored tracers should be separated from the bed material before

repeating the experiments. Furthermore, image analyses might only give

information for a solid mixing view in the bed surface or through a transparent wall,

the latter of which might contain the effect of disturbance of solid movement by

friction between the wall and solids. A thermal technique was also developed using

preheated bed particles [10, 11], but this method might include the effect of

convective heat transfer between solids or between gas and solids. Use of frozen

C02 (dry ice, C02 snow) particles has also been proposed [12], but their solid

property (solid density) is fixed (approximately 1.6 x 103 kg/m3
) and it is not easy to

prepare solids with different densities.

A new method is needed to evaluate horizontal dispersion of solids at high bed

temperatures that resemble those of commercial operations. In this study,

carbon-loaded porous bed materials that had been prepared by capacitance effect

(volatile matter capture by porous particles) [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] were used as
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tracers. The present proposed method is based on transient change in the

horizontal CO concentration profile in the freeboard. The experimental results were

compared with results from the literature.

3.2 Principle of the Proposed Tracer Method

Porous particles are known to capture hydrocarbons within pores to form carbon

deposits at high temperatures, as illustrated in Fig. 3-1 [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. This

effect is called capacitance effect. Because the produced carbon-loaded particles

contain only a few percent of carbon by mass, the apparent density, and therefore

the hydrodynamic property, of the carbon-loaded particles is almost identical to that

of raw particles. When the carbon-loaded solids are exposed to C02 at high

temperatures, the carbon forms CO as

C + C02 ~ 2CO. (3-1 )

Assuming that the CO emission rate from the carbon deposit is proportional to the

amount of carbon in the solids, the amount of carbon in the bed material can be

determined by measuring the CO concentration in the flue gas sampled in the

freeboard. The above assumption is practically valid for evaluation of horizontal

solid dispersion because the reaction rate of C with C02 is so slow that the change

in carbon loading in the solid over time is negligible for several minutes during
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measurement of horizontal solid dispersion.

Carbon

de~

-...-.04.~ ~

(A) Raw porous solid
(contact with V.M.lTar)

t

(D) Carbon removal
(regen eratio n)

(8) Carbon-loaded solid

(C) Gasification

(act as tracer)

Fig. 3-1 Principle of this tracer method (carbon loading by capacitance effect, use of

carbon-loaded solids as tracers, and regeneration of particles).

After the measurement of horizontal dispersion is finished, i.e., after uniform

distribution of tracer particles throughout the bed is attained, the carbon can be

removed by feeding oxygen (air) into the bed and burning carbon to regenerate raw

porous particles. Then the measurement of horizontal dispersion coefficient is

repeatable by feeding carbon-loaded particles into the bed.

3.3 Horizontal Dispersion of Bed Material in a Two-dimensional Bubbling Bed

. In a two-dimensional bubbling fluidized bed, vertical mixing of solids is very

good because of the vertical motion of bubbles, although horizontal solid dispersion

is poor. Thereby, the solid dispersion can be treated as a one-dimensional diffusion
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to the horizontal direction. One-dimensional diffusion of tracers is described using a

partial differential equation as

o a2X(t, L) _ ax(t, L)
h aL2 - at ' (3-2)

where Dh is the horizontal dispersion coefficient [m2/s]. The mass fraction of tracers

in the bed material is X(t, L), which is a function of position L [m] and time t [s]. The

initial condition of eq. 3-2 is determined by the pattern of tracer injection; this will be

given after describing the experimental procedure. This equation can be rewritten in

a discrete form as

o {X(t,L+LlL)~2X(t,L)+X(t,L-LlL)}= X(t+At,L)-X(t,L) (3-3)
h (ALy At'

where At and AL respectively denote the time step and distance between

neighboring locations. When Dh has a relationship with At and AL of eq. 4, the

transient change in Xwith a time step of At is given as eq. 3-5.

DhAt _ 1
(ALy - 2

X(t +Lit, L) =X(t,L +LlL); X(t, L- LlL)

By solving eq. 3-5, the change in X with time is calculated numerically.

3.4 Experimental Apparatus and Procedure

3.4.1 Two-dimensional bubbling fluidized bed reactor

(3-4)

(3-5)

A laboratory-scale two-dimensional bubbling fluidized bed reactor with a cross
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section of 0.16 m x 0.04 m and height above the distributor to the top of 0.71 m was

used (Fig. 3-2). The bed was heated electrically and the bed was operated at 943 K

and 1073 K. The bed material was porous alumina MS1 B (particle size, 0.4 mm),

whose properties are described elsewhere [16,17, 18]. The static bed height was

0.10 m. The gas feed rate was 0.13 m/s. Four gas-sampling tubes were installed in

the freeboard at distances from left wall of 0.02 m (probe #1), 0.06 m (probe #2),

0.10 m (probe #3), and 0.14 m (probe #4). The tube inlet height was 0.20 m. The

gas samples from the sampling tubes were introduced to CO analyzers. The flue

gas from the top of the reactor was also analyzed using a CO analyzer.

To CO analyzers

Filter and valve

L::-..J::=t==-==~Gas sam piers

to flue gas
analyzers

k:=_=-----:-r- Shutter
..............................
H!l~ml~T~nHmHml~~~ 0 ens e bed..............................
nn~~:~;~~:~;~n~;;;;;i;n~;~ 0 istri buto r

Windbox

Fig. 3..2 Experimental apparatus for shutter method. Oxygen was injected into the

freeboard only during devolatilization of PE pellets.

The dynamic response of the CO analyzer was identified by injecting an impulse

of standard gas in the gas sampling line. The response of the analyzer could be
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approximated by two completely-mixed vessels with time constants of 3.5 - 4.1 s

connected in series.

3.4.2 Measurement of horizontal dispersion by tracers

3.4.2.1 Shutter method using carbon-loaded tracer

The fluidized bed was divided into two zones by a shutter (partition plate)

located at 0.04 m from the left wall (Lshutter =0.04); then solid mixing after opening

shutter was measured. First, the whole bed was fluidized using a N2 stream and

closing the shutter. Cylindrical polyethylene (PE) pellets with typical diameter of 1

cm and 1 em length were fed into one side (left side in Fig. 3-2). During

devolatilization of PE pellets, some of the volatile matter was captured by the bed

material; thereby tracer particles (carbon-loaded particles) were prepared.

Polyethylene is known to be converted to 100% volatile matter without forming char

[16]. Therefore, the carbon in the bed material after devolatilization is considered to

be carbon deposits within the pores. The carbon content in the tracer calculated

from the total amount of PE pellets (approximately 6 g) and capture efficiency of 0.3

[16] was only 4%. Then the bed was fluidized using a mixture of CO2 (15%) and N2

(850/0) to start carbon gasification. After CO evolution rate is stabilized, the shutter

was opened by pulling it upward, thereby initiating solid mixing. During solid mixing,
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the horizontal concentration profile of CO was measured continuously. After

attaining complete mixing, the gas was switched to air to remove carbon by burning.

The initial condition of the one-dimensional solid dispersion model (eq. 3-2) for the

present shutter method is

X(O, L) =Xnit

X(O, L) =0

for 0 < L < Lshutter, and

for Lshutter < L.

(3-6)

(3-7)

3.4.2.2 Batch injection of tracer

In addition to the shutter method, batch injection of tracers at Lbatch = 0.04 m

was also conducted for comparison. As tracers, however, activated carbon particles

with high reactivity (Tsurumi-coal 4GM; Tsurumi Coal Co. Ltd., size of 0.42-0.84

mm) were used because the gasification rate of the present carbon deposit, i.e., the

CO evolution rate, was too low to measure the concentration accurately. Batch

injection of tracers increases the total amount of solids in the reactor; it might affect

the solid dispersion behavior. In addition, the time required for injecting a batch of

solid will increase with increasing solid amount. Therefore, the batch amount must

be limited. Consequently, highly reactive activated carbon particles were used. The

initial condition for the batch injection is given as

X(O, L) = 5 (Lbatch) ,
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where 8 is Dirac's unit impulse function.

3.4.3 Effect of horizontal gas mixing

The horizontal concentration profile of CO released from the tracer particles is

affected by not only solid dispersion but also horizontal gas mixing, thus effect of

horizontal gas mixing in the bed and freeboard should be taken into consideration.

The horizontal gas mixing was evaluated by using pure CO2 as a tracer gas. The

CO2 gas was injected at different vertical positions (0.00, 0.05 and 0.10 m above the

distributor) and horizontal positions (0.02, 0.06 and 0.08 m from the left wall). The

sample gas from each probe was collected in a gas bag then analyzed using a gas

chromatography. As reported previously [17], the vertical injection position had only

minor influence on the horizontal concentration profile of the tracer gas, thus the

dispersion is considered to take place mainly in the freeboard between bed surface

and probe. In the following section, the theoretical concentration profile of the gas

includes both effects of gas dispersion and the response of gas analyzer.

3.5 Results and Discussion

3.5.1 Shutter method using carbon-loaded tracer

Typical experimental results are presented in Fig. 3-3 to show the transient
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change in CO concentrations in the gas samples taken by probe #1 at two different

bed temperatures (943 K and 1073 K) after removal of the partition plate. Before

opening the shutter, the bed beneath probe #1 was filled with tracer. Therefore, the

CO concentration was the highest. The CO evolution rate dropped with the solid

dispersion in the horizontal direction. To determine the dispersion coefficient, a

comparison was made with the theoretical calculations using the one-dimensional

diffusion model. By giving a value of Dh =0.0003 m2/s, the experimental results

agreed with the diffusion model. They showed that the dispersion coefficient at the

same gas feed rate was independent of temperature.

1.2

0.2

0.4

:J: 1.0
....-...

>-
~

"* 0.8o
I

o
o 0.6
::::::'....-...

>-
~
2
rJ)

o
I

o
'-'

0.0

- Dispersion model 0.0003m2/s

D #1(Experimental), 943K

t::. #1(Experimental), 1073K

o 10
time[s]

20 30

Fig. 3-3 Transient change in CO concentration for probe #1 after removing the shutter.
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Figure 3-4 shows the transient change in CO concentration in the sample gas

taken from probes #2, #3, and #4. Each result exhibits a different transient change,

which is dependent on the distance from the tracer reservoir side (left side of the

shutter in Fig. 3-2). The slowest response was found for #4, which is furthest from

the tracer reservoir. The concentration increased at the beginning and became

steady after attaining complete solid mixing. The present one-dimensional diffusion

model with a value of Dh = 0.0003 m2/s agreed with the experimental results

similarly to results for probe #1.

-#4(Dispersion model)
-#2(Dispersion model)

<> #3(Experimental)

-#3(Dispersion model)
D #4(Experimental)

o #2(Experimental)

.1.2

1

:c 0.8
~

"'Cm
$ 0.6IIJ

().....
o 0.4

0.2

0
a 5 10 15 20 25

time[s]

Fig. 3-4 Transient change in CO concentration for probes #2, #3, and #4 after removing the

shutter.
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3.5.2 Batch injection of activated carbon

Investigation was also made using batch injection of highly reactive activated

carbon for comparison. The typical transient change in CO concentration is shown

in Fig. 3-5. In this figure, the CO concentration is normalized by the concentration

after attaining a steady state. A horizontal dispersion coefficient of 0.0002 m2/s was

found to match the experimental results. The present batch injection method gives a

similar value of Dh to the value obtained using the shutter method.

• Ch.1 0 Ch.2
o Ch.3 0 ChA

• - • • Ch.4(Dispersion model) --Ch.3(Dispersion model)
....... Ch.1 (Dispersion model) Ch.2(Dispersion model)

2.5

Dispersion model: Dh=0.0002m
2/s

2.0

:J:
>- 1.5
"0
('lJ

.!
I/J

~ 1.0
o

0.5

0.0

a 10 20
time[s]

30 40

Fig. 3-5 Transient change in CO concentration at different horizontal position after batch

injection of activated carbon.
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3.5.3 Comparison with literature results

The present experimental results are compared to correlations that have been

reported in the literature (Table 3-1). Kunii and Levenspiel [19] derived a horizontal

dispersion coefficient by resorting to Einstein's random walk theory (eq. 3-9).

D.s..»:», U[(Ubr +2Ur ) 1/3 -1].
h 16 1- f3 b br U-Ubr t

(3-9)

Borodulya et al. [20] developed a sophisticated expression by summarizing

experiments using heated tracer particles with a wide range of particle sizes (eq.

3-10):

(3-10)

Shi and Fan [21] proposed an empirical correlation of the horizontal dispersion

coefficients, which incorporated solid characteristics, operating parameters, and

fluidization medium (eq. 3-11):

(3-11 )

Berruti et al [22] measured tracer particle concentrations and developed a modified

empirical correlation of the horizontal dispersion coefficient (eq, 3-12):

(3-12)
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Bellgardt and Werther [12] used of frozen C02 solids and estimated the horizontal

dispersion coefficient (eq. 3-13):

o, =0.67x10-3+0.023~HfL~9d;dh
H o1-fJ

(3-13)

However, the horizontal dispersion coefficients were found in the order range of

0.0002-0.0003 m2/s. Two correlations of Kunii & Levenspiel's model assuming

bubble size of 0.02 m and Borodulya's model show good agreement for this work

while the others give higher value as seen in Table 3-1.

Table 3-1 Comparison of horizontal dispersion coefficient between present measurements

and results from the literature

Present result Shutter method

Batch injection method

Kunii and Levenspiel [19]

Borodulya et al. [20]

Shi and Gu [23]

Shi and Fan [21]

Bellgardt and Werther [12]
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0.0002

0.00016

0.00032

0.00045

0.00059

0.00068



3.6 Conclusions

A new tracer technique using carbon-loaded porous bed material tracers has

been developed to measure horizontal dispersion of solids mixing in a fluidized bed

at high temperature. Two carbon-solid tracers were prepared: using a

carbon-loaded bed material with dividing bed using a partition plate, and using

activated carbon batch injection. The investigation results within these two

experiments show that the horizontal dispersion of solid mixing was evaluated well.

The dispersion coefficient was found to be 0.0002-0.0003 m2/s. Experimental

results showed satisfactory agreement with calculations reported in the literature.

Nomenclature

C concentration of CO· in gas, %

Co concentration of CO in gas before opening shutter (shutter method), %

Csteady concentration of CO in gas after complete mixing of tracer, %

Dh horizontal dispersion coefficient, m2/s

db bubble diameter, m
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de vessel diameter, m

dp particle diameter, m

F, Froude number (U-Umf)2/gHmf, -

9 gravitational acceleration, m/s2

H bed height, m

Hmf minimum fluidization bed height, m

Ip distance from center, m

L horizontal position (from left wall to right in Fig.2), m

t time, s

U superficial gas velocity, mls

U br bubble rising velocity, m/s

Uf fluidized gas velocity= Umflemf, mls

Umf minimum fluidizing velocity, mls

X tracer concentration, rnol/m"
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Greek symbols

a parameter in eq.9, value= 0.77

fJ bubble fraction in dense bed, -

Dirac's unit impulse function, -

Smf vioid fraction under minimum fluidization condition, -

/lg gas viscosity, kg/(m.s)

pg gas density, kg/m3

particle density, kg/m3
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Chapter 4

Model of .. combustion and dispersion of carbon deposited on

porous bed material during bUbbling fluidized bed combustion

4.1 Introduction

Fluidized bed combustors (FBCs) using biomass and wastes as fuels for power

generation are recognized to have benefits such as the recovery of large amounts

of energy remaining in fuels, reducing waste volume, etc. One feature of biomass

and wastes as fuels is their high volatile matter content. Because of the high heat

transfer from the bed material to fuel, volatile matter evolution occurs very rapidly

when fuel is fed into the bed. Consequently, local volatile matter evolution takes

place only in the vicinity of the fuel feed point. Complete combustion does not

readily occur if the mixing of gas in the upper freeboard is insufficient in fluidized

bed combustors. Another problem of local volatile matter evolution is the local heat

release in the freeboard, which forms a locally high temperature region and

enhances NOx formation. Numerous investigations have been conducted to avoid

the problems caused by the high rate of volatile matter evolution. Reducing the bed

temperature and reducing gas superficial velocity into the bed engender a lower

heating rate during waste combustion [1]. Controlling the waste feed rate
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suppresses the fluctuation of volatile matter evolution to maintain desired

stoichiometric air ratio [2]; introducing baffles in the freeboard enhances the mixing

of air with volatile matter [3].

Another possible measure to suppress the rapid volatile matter evolution is the

use of a porous bed material that captures hydrocarbons in the pores as a carbon

deposit, by a so-called "capacitance effect" [4 - 12]. It reduces the amount of

evolved volatile matter and increases the conversion of carbon in the dense bed.

For that reason, it is expected to enhance the horizontal dispersion of

carbonaceous materials by solid mixing in the dense bed. It is also expected to

inhibit the formation of local fuel-rich zones as well as high-temperature zones in

the freeboard [4 - 6]. Another advantage of porous bed material is the lower heat

transfer rate from the bed to the fuel. Porous bed material reportedly reduces the

heat transfer rate. Consequently, it delays the volatile matter evolution [5, 11, 13,

14].

However, previous investigations have mostly addressed the performance of

the porous bed materials for carbon capture; only qualitative experimental results

have been obtained using bench-scale combustors. Quantitative analyses

incorporating the combustion rate of carbon deposits, the solid dispersion rate, and

the horizontal scale of combustor are necessary to apply porous bed materials to
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large-scale combustors. In addition, for rational scaling-up of reactors, the removal

rate of carbon deposits must necessarily be raised, but information to do so is still

lacking. Therefore, it is necessary to establish a model of a bubbling fluidized bed

combustor (BFBC) in which both carbon deposit combustion and horizontal solid

dispersion occur simultaneously.

In this study, the oxidation rate of carbon deposits is measured by burning

carbon deposits with oxygen and measuring the produced CO2. Based on the

burning rate of carbon deposits, a one-dimensional mathematical model of carbon

deposit combustion in a bubbling fluidized bed is developed. A two-dimensional

mathematical model to predict the horizontal concentration profile of carbon

combustion was also developed by taking account of both the reaction rate and

solid dispersion. The two-dimensional model was validated through experiments

using a two-dimensional fluidized bed combustor by continuously feeding solids

with carbon deposits into the reactor.

4.2 Experimental works

This study includes two experiments: 1) measurement of the combustion rate of

carbon deposits using a small-scale BFBC; and 2) measurement of the horizontal

C02 concentration profile in a two-dimensional combustor during continuous
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combustion of carbon deposits. The former was conducted in a small BFBC so that

carbon deposits can be assumed to disperse uniformly to the horizontal direction.

Consequently, only a one-dimensional concentration profile of oxygen along the

height of the reactor was examined. The latter was conducted under conditions in

which both horizontal solid dispersion and carbon deposit combustion took place.

Pellet Feed
Filter

Cooling

Data Processor

lei!
Flame sensor

Flowmeter

~ Gas Cylinder
N2 Gas Cylinder

Fig. 4-1 Fluidized bed apparatus to measure burning rate of carbon deposit.

4.2.1 One dimensional BFBC to measure combustion rate of carbon deposit

A schematic diagram of the experimental reactor unit is shown in Fig. 4-1. The

bubbling fluidized bed reactor has a 5.3-cm inner diameter. Porous alumina (MS1 B,

0.4 mm particle size), whose properties were described elsewhere [4 - 7], was
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employed as a bed material with a static bed height of 0.10 m. The bed was

fluidized using a nitrogen stream at superficial gas velocities of 0.13 and 0.21 m/s at

bed temperatures of 873 K and 943 K. The fuel (polyethylene, PE) pellets were fed

from the top of the reactor through a hopper system onto the dense bed.

Polyethylene is used as a fuel here because it is known to be converted to 1000/0

volatile matter without forming char [4, 5, 15]. The PE pellets were 4-mm-diameter

cylinders. The pellet length was adjusted to obtain the desired weight

(approximately 0.15 g for smaller pellets and 0.65 g for larger pellets). Part of the

volatile matter released from the fuel pellet was captured by the solids.

The remainder was burned in the freeboard by feeding oxygen at 0.25 m above

the distributor, i. e. 0.15 m above the static bed height. After devolatilization, the

captured carbon was burned by initiating an oxygen feed from the bottom of the bed

through the distributor. The concentration of the combustion product (C02) in the

flue gas was measured continuously using an NDIR analyzer. The amount of

carbon deposited on porous bed material was determined by integrating CO2

formation. The ratio of the amount of carbon deposit to the carbon in the PE pellet

was 0.17 - 0.25 and 0.33 - 0.44 for larger pellets and smaller pellets, respectively.

The dynamic response of the gas analyzer was identified by injecting an impulse of

CO2 gas in the gas sampling line. Effect of oxygen concentration on the carbon
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burn-up rate was investigated.

4.2.2 Two dimensional BFBC to measure horizontal concentration profile

The laboratory-scale two-dimensional bubbling fluidized bed reactor used for

this study is presented in Fig. 4-2. The reactor has a cross section of 0.16 m x 0.04

m and height from the distributor to the top of 0.71 m. The bed material was porous

alumina (MS1 B, 0.4 mm particle size) with a static bed height of 0.10 m. The bed

was operated at temperatures of 873 K and 943 K. During combustion, a mixture of

N2 and O2 was fed at a superficial gas velocity of O. 13 m/s. The concentrations of O2

for combustion were 5%1 10%)1 15%1 and 21%.

collected into gas bag

Gas samplers
Fi Iter and valve

Carbon-loaded solid

to flue gas
analyzers

123 4

Dense bed

Windbox
~~;";"';:';;':'':;':'';;';;';'~>'.:..,' Distributor

Fig. 4-2 Experimental apparatus for measuring horizontal concentration profile.
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Prior to the combustion experiments, carbon-loaded bed material had been

prepared using the one-dimensional bubbling fluidized bed reactor described above

by feeding PE pellets into solids, when fluidized in a nitrogen stream at 973 K. The

carbon-loaded solid was fed continuously from a screw feeder at a distance from

the left wall of 0.12 m (L =0.12) and at a height of 0.15 m above the distributor

plate.

Assuming that the C02 emission rate from the carbon deposit is proportional to

the amount of carbon in the solids, the horizontal concentration profile of carbon in

the bed material can be determined by measuring the horizontal C02 concentration

profile in the freeboard. Four gas-sampling tubes were installed in the freeboard at

distances from the left wall of 0.02 m, 0.06 m, 0.10 m, and 0.14 m. The tube inlet

height was 0.20 m from distributor plate. The gas samples from the sampling tubes

and the flue gas from the reactor top were collected in gas bags and then analyzed

using gas chromatography. The horizontal concentration profile of CO2 released

from carbon deposited particles is affected not only by solid dispersion but also by

gas mixing. The horizontal gas mixing in the reactor has already been measured in

the previous study [16].
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4.3. Theory

4.3.1 One-dimensional bubbling fluidized bed reactor

The bubbling fluidized bed model proposed by Kunii and Levenspiel [17] is used

to simulate the carbon deposit combustion under conditions of the one-dimensional

BFBC experiments. In the one-dimensional BFBC, the horizontal concentration

profile of carbon deposit is assumed to be uniform because of its small horizontal

cross-sectional area. The vertical concentration profile of carbon deposits is also

assumed to be uniform because of vigorous solid mixing induced by rising bubbles.

Consequently, only the vertical concentration profile of the gaseous component

(oxygen) is examined. The fluidized bed consists of two phases: bubble and

emulsion. The exchange of gas between phases is assumed to be of first order with

respect to the concentration of gas. For that reason, the change in concentration in

the bubble (Cb) and that in the emulsion (Ce) along the bed height is determined as

- bUb * (dCb I dZ) = c5Kbe (Cb - Ce) + c5rbPc (dX I dt) I

and

(4-1 )

The conversion rate (dXldt) of the carbon deposit combustion was determined

experimentally as a function of carbon conversion X and oxygen concentration C,

as explained later. The boundary conditions of eqs. 1 and 2 are given as
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Gb = Ge = Gin at Z =0, (4-3)

where Gin is the inlet concentration of O2. Other parameters in eqs.1 and 2 are

described below. The gas interchange coefficient between phases (Kbe) is given as

the following relation:

(4-4)

where Umf and db respectively denote the minimum fluidizing velocity and bubble

diameter. A bubble diameter of 2 cm was assumed. The rising velocity of the bubble

gas (Ub*) was given by the bubble rise velocity (Ub), the superficial gas velocity (U),

and Umf, as the following.

(4-5)

(4-6)

In those equations, g denotes gravitational acceleration and 8 is the bubble fraction,

which is estimated as

(4-7)

The variables 8mf and Yb respectively represent void fractions in the bed at the

minimum fluidizing condition and the volume of solids per unit volume of bubble.

They were assumed to be Yb = 0 and 8mf= 0.45. The carbon concentration (Pc) for

each cell is calculated in units of kilomoles per cubic meter of solid.
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4.3.2 Two-dimensional bubbling fluidized bed reactor

In the two-dimensional bubbling fluidized bed, vertical mixing of solids is

assumed to be very good because of the vertical motion of bubbles, although

horizontal solid dispersion is poor. Thereby, the solid dispersion can be treated as a

one dimensional diffusion model to the horizontal direction. For modeling, the

reactor is divided horizontally into J cells so that the horizontal cross sectional area

can be sufficiently small and the horizontal concentration of carbon deposit in each

cell can be treated as uniform. Also, the particles are assumed to be completely

mixed in the vertical direction. The mass flow rate of carbon deposit by solid

dispersion in each cell is calculable as follows:

where Dh is the horizontal dispersion coefficient, A is area of the interface between

neighbouring cells, AL is the horizontal length in each section and pC,i is the carbon

concentration. At both ends of the reactor (i =1 and J), the carbon mass flow

through the wall is zero; consequently, the mass flow of carbon deposit is

N = D A(1-5X1-e {PC,2 - PC,1J
1 h m,\ LJL

N = D A(1- 5X1- e {PC,J-1 - Pc,J J.
J h ~\ LJL

(4-9)

(4-10)

A previous work [16] reported the solid dispersion coefficient as Dh = 0.0002 -

0.0003 m2/s under the same conditions as those of the present work. Smaller value
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of Dh = 0.0002 m2/s was obtained by batch injection of tracer particles at L = 0.12 m,

whereas larger value of Dh =0.0003 m2/s was obtained by shutter method.

The two-dimensional BFBC experiments were carried out under continuous

carbon-loaded solid feed conditions. Therefore, the carbon feed rate.was added to

the mass flow of carbon at the cell below the solid feed point in the present model.

From the rate of mass flow of carbon deposit by dispersion and the rate of carbon

consumption by combustion, the change in carbon concentration was calculated for

each cell over time. Calculations were repeated until a steady state was attained.

The bed was divided into 8 cells (ilL = 2cm) or 16 cells (ilL =1 cm) along horizontal

position, but no significant differences in horizontal C02 concentration profile were

observed between these two configurations. The horizontal concentration profile of

C02 released from carbon deposited particles is affected not only by solid

dispersion but also by horizontal gas mixing in the freeboard, as reported previously

[16]. The gas dispersion is also taken into consideration in the same manner as

the previous work.
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4.4. Results and Discussion

4.4.1 Measurement of the combustion rate using a one-dimensional BFBC model

The rate expression of carbon deposit combustion must be determined for the

fluidized bed model. When carbon-loaded solids are exposed to 02 at high

temperatures, the carbon forms C02 as

T= 873 K, U = 0.21m/s, O2 = 21 %

o C02 analyzer output

-Estimated C02 evolution

-Impulse response

1.6

1.2

~
CJ)
co
C)

CD 0.8
::::J

q:::

C

No
o 0.4

0.0
o 20 40 60 80

(4-11 )

3

CD

2 ~a
0
CJ)

~
CD
CJ)

::::J
0-

1 E
N

o
o

o
100

Time after starting carbon deposit combustion [s]

Fig. 4-3 Transient change in CO2 evolution rate during carbon deposit combustion in

one-dimensional BFBC.

Fig. 4-3 shows a typical result of C02 evolution during carbon deposit combustion.

At first, the dynamic response of C02 analyzer was identified by injecting C02

impulse in the gas sampling line. The relationship between the true C02
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concentration in the flue gas and the output signal of the analyzer is given by the

convolution with the impulse response as follows:

(4-12)

The true CO2 evolution rate during deposit combustion was then estimated by

correcting the output signal of the analyzer by solving eq.4-12. Because the

estimation of true C02 evolution rate is equivalent to high-frequency compensation,

high-frequency noise in the output signal is also amplified. To suppress the

amplification of the noise, temporal resolution was reduced from 1 s for the

measured output signal to 3 s for the estimated true C02 concentration. The

estimated C02 evolution is shown in Fig. 4-3. After an introduction period, which is

attributable to the gas residence time in the reactor, steep increase in the estimated

C02 concentration was observed. Then the concentration gradually decreased with

time, i.e., the combustion rate decreased with carbon burn-up. The rate of the

increase in the estimated C02 concentration just after the introduction period was

sufficiently higher than the rate of the decay of C02 concentration during

combustion. Therefore, the influence of back mixing of gas in the reactor on the

evaluation of carbon combustion rate is considered to be negligible.

Based on the estimated true CO2 evolution rate, carbon combustion rate

was determined. As shown in Fig. 4-4, In(1 - X) had a straight-line relationship with
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time after the initial introduction period. Thus the conversion rate (dXldt) was found

to be proportional to the unreacted fraction (1 - X) as:

dX Idt =k(1-X).

T = 873 K, U = 0.21m/s, 02 = 21 0/0

(4-13)

1

.......

....!...

>< 0.1
I

"'""

0.01

1 - X = 2.1e-O.0335t

o 20 40 60 80 100

Time after starting carbon deposit combustion [s]

Fig. 4-4 Change in carbon conversion (X) during carbon deposit combustion

(one-dimensional BFBC).

Figure 4-5 shows the effects of temperature, oxygen concentration, superficial gas

velocity, and mass of fuel pellet on the parameter k. The parameter k was

determ ined as

(4-14)

where C is the O2 concentration. The apparent reaction order n at 843 K was 0.55,

which suggests that the combustion took place under a condition of chemical kinetic

control; if the mass transfer resistance was the rate-controlling step, the apparent
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reaction order would be unity because the mass transfer rate is proportional to the

concentration of oxygen. At 943 K, the apparent reaction order obtained under a

condition of a superficial gas velocity of 0.21 mls and feeding of smaller fuel pellets

(ca. O. 15 g) was 0.63. However, at 943 K under a lower gas velocity (0.13 m/s)

condition or under a larger fuel pellet (0.65 g) feeding condition, the apparent

reaction rate became smaller. The reduced reaction rate is considered to result from

the reduced oxygen concentration in the emulsion phase resulting from the

consumption of oxygen by carbon combustion. Therefore, numerical analysis is

necessary to evaluate the validity of the reaction rate given in Fig. 4-5 as:

k =0.75Co.55 (at 873 K) (4-15)

k = 4.32Co.63 (at 943 K). (4-16)

T = 873 K, U= 0.21 m/s, small pellet
0.05 ,..-------------....,

0.04

T= 943K

o 0.21m/s, small pellet
o 0.21m/s, large pellet
X 0.13m/s, large pellet

-Applox, 0.21m1s, small pellet

0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004
o, concentration, C [kmollm1

0.0 L..-_----J__---l.__---l..__---J

o

~ 0.1
~

0.004

k = 0.75 CO
•
55

0.001 0.002 0.003
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0.03

0.01

0.00 L.-.-_----L.__-.l-__....L-_---.J

o

~
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Fig. 4-5 Effect of operating conditions and oxygen concentration on k.
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The reaction rate expressions of the reaction kinetic for combustion of carbon

deposit (eqs. 4-15 and 4-16) were integrated in the one-dimensional fluidized bed

model; then the concentration profile of 02 along the bed height was calculated.

Figure 6 shows the change in the O2 concentration along the. bed height. The

change in the O2 concentration along the bed height was considerably high and the

concentration difference between C» and Ce was also notably high when burning PE

pellets of 0.65 g at a superficial gas velocity of 0.13 m/s. Calculations were also

made for the case of burning smaller PE pellets of 0.15 g at a higher velocity of 0.21

m/s. The change in the 02 concentration along the bed height was found to be small,

in addition to the concentration difference between Cb and Ceo

0.20.150.1

~
~-ce

Bedheight [m]

0.05

U = 0.21 mis, inlet02 =21 %, small pellet

OL.-..----l..----L-__-I-_--J

o

0.003 ,.---------------,

N

o

.......
('t)

.EI 0.002

c:::o
:.p

~
~ 0.001
8

U = 0.13mis, inletD.2 =21 %. large pellet

0.003

GJf)'
-Ge

.E
~

0.002

c:::
0

:.p

g
c:::
~ 0.001c:::
8
N

0

0
0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2

Bed height [m]

Fig. 4-6 Calculated concentration profile along bed height by one-dimensional model

(temperature =943 K, t =0).
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T = 943 K, U =0.21 rn/s, small pellet, O2 = 70/0

1

>< 0.1
I

-r-

-Calculated

o Experimental

0.01

o 20
Time [s]

40 60

Fig. 4-7 Comparison of the change in unreacted fraction of carbon with time between

model and experiment.

The transient change in C02 concentration in the flue gas was also calculated

using the present one-dimensional model. The calculated change in unreacted

fraction of carbon was also approximated by rate expression eq.4-12 (Fig. 4-7). The

calculated apparent reaction rate constant, k, agreed with the experimental results

as shown in Fig. 4-8, regardless of the experimental conditions. Therefore, the rate

expression that had been obtained from the condition by burning PE pellet at

amount of 0.15 g at a superficial gas velocity of 0.21 mls was adopted for the

two-dimensional model.
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Fig. 4-8 Comparison between experimentally obtained apparent reaction rate constant k

and that calculated by one-dimensional fluidized bed model.

4.4.2 Horizontal concentration profile of C02 in two-dimensional bubbling fluidized

bed

Figure 4-9 shows a comparison between experimental results and a

two-dimensional model of the horizontal concentration profile of C02 in the

freeboard.
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o
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X 02: 15%
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Fig. 4-9 Horizontal profile of CO2 concentration at upper surface of bed (Comparison of

experiment results and two-dimensional model).
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In this figure, the concentration was normalized by the average concentration,

Cav. The model results agreed satisfactorily with experimental results. The

horizontal concentration profile of carbon is determined by the relative importance

of solid dispersion and carbon consumption by combustion. For the lower

temperature of 873 K, the dispersion of carbonaceous material became uniform as

a result of the low combustion rate. With increasing temperature, the combustion

rate increases, and the carbon is consumed in the vicinity of the fuel feed point. For

that reason, a non-uniform horizontal concentration profile was observed at 943 K.

In contrast to the effect of temperature, the influence of oxygen concentration on the

horizontal concentration profile was minor, which is attributable to the low reaction

order with respect to oxygen concentration. At 943 K, the calculation result for a

dispersion coefficient of Dh = 0.0002 m2/s gave better agreement with the

experimental results than that for Dh =0.0003 m2/s. The smaller value of Dh = 0.0002

m2/s was obtained by batch injection of tracer particles at L = 0.12 m [16], which is

the same feeding position of carbon-loaded particles as the present experiments. A

larger value of Dh =0.0003 m2/s was obtained by shutter method, in which the

movement of shutter might enhance solid mixing.

Both the reaction rate of carbon deposit combustion and the solid dispersion are

clearly important in order to predict the carbon dispersion behaviour in a large-scale
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combustor. As the first step to scaling-up of the FBC system using carbon loaded

solids prepared by capacitance effect, these two factors are examined

simultaneously in the present work in a fundamental manner. The present model is

considered to be applicable to large-scale BFBCs if the solid dispersion coefficient

can be predicted.

The carbon concentration profile without taking account of gas mixing is also

provided as seen in Fig. 4-10. Here, the solid dispersion coefficient as Dh = 0.0003

m2/s gave a good agreement with the model calculations.
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o 02: 10010
I:::. 02:5%

- Calc. 02: 21%

-.-c~
=* -

Dh = 0.0003 m2/s

0.160.04 0.08 0.12
I-brizortallength [m]

OL.----L.----L...----L...------I
o0.160.04 0.08 0.12

I-brizortallength[ni

O'-----.l.....---.J.....---..J.------I
o

Fig. 4-10. Comparison of experimental results and those of the two-dimensional model.

The comparison is also made to correlation of dispersion coefficient models

reported in the literatures such as Kunii and Levenspiel [17], and Bellgardt and

Werther [18] as shown in Figure 4. The dispersion coefficients were 0.00016 m2/s
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and O. 00068 m2/s respectively. It is found more uniform horizontal concentration

profile at higher dispersion coefficients and for lower oxygen concentration.

.-,,-
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Fig. 4-11. Comparison of the present two-dimensional model and the published dispersion

coefficient models.

4.5. Conclusions

Mathematical models were developed for combustion of carbon deposits after

preparation by contacting volatile matter with the porous alumina bed material

under FBC conditions in laboratory-scale one-dimensional and two-dimensional

fluidized bed reactors. The reaction rate of carbon deposit combustion was

measured using a BFBC with 5.3 em inner diameter. The reaction rate and carbon

dispersion were included through an overall material balance. Then a mathematical

model was developed to predict the horizontal concentration profile. Validation was

made by conducting experiments using a two-dimensional bubbling fluidized bed to
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evaluate the horizontal concentration profile of CO2 produced in the freeboard.

Agreement was observed between results obtained using the two-dimensional

model and experiments. For an initial study of combustion of carbon-loaded solids

prepared by the capacitance effect, this information is important for scaling-up

purposes of commercial bubbling fluidized beds.

Nomenclature

A interface area between neighbouring cells, m2

G O2 concentration, krnol/m"

Gb O2 concentration in the bubble phase, krnol/m"

Ge 02 concentration in the emulsion phase, krnol/m"

Gav average concentration, kmollm3

Gin 02 concentration in the inlet, kmol/rn"

Dh horizontal dispersion coefficient, m2/s

db bubble diameter, m

f(t) impulse response of CO2 analyzer, 1/8
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9 gravitational acceleration, m/s2

J number of cells, -

Kbe gas interchange coefficient between bubble and emulsion, 1/s

k the apparent reaction rate constant with respect to the unreacted fraction of

solids eq. 13, 1/s

ko reaction rate constant in eq. 14, 11 ((kmollm3 )ns)

L horizontal position in two-dimensional fluidized bed, m

N mass flow rate of carbon by dispersion, kmol/s

n reaction order with respect to oxygen concentration in eq. 14

T bed temperature, K

t time, s

U superficial gas velocity, mls

Ub bubble rise velocity, mls

Ub rising velocity of the bubble gas, mls
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Umf minimum fluidizing velocity, mls

X the fractional conversion of carbon, -

Ytrue(f) true C02 concentration in the flue gas

Yout(f) output signal of C02 analyzer

Z height, m

Greek symbols

Yb volume of solids per unit volume of bubble, -

bubble fraction in dense bed, -

emf void fraction under minimum fluidization condition, -

·0 carbon concentration in solids, kmol/m3-solid
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

Some counter measures have been applied by many researchers to suppress

emission of unburnt gases caused by rapid VM evolution from using biomass and

wastes fuel in fluidized bed combustion.

In Chapter 1, the characteristic of biomass and wastes fuels and their counter

measures has been summarized. The purposes of the present studies were also

discussed.

In Chapter 2, the effect of bed material on the onset of devolatilization was

measured by use of a bench-scale bubbling fluidized bed reactor. Various porous

bed materials were employed in fluidized bed combustor of pellet fuel to evaluate

the effect of volatile matter capture and heat transfer coefficient to the delay of

devolatilization. The onset of devolatilization was found to delay by employing

porous bed materials compared to non-porous quartz sand. Volatile matter

capture (capacitance effect) and heat transfer coefficient of the porous solids bed

were also measured. The onset of devolatilizationwas mainly determined by the

heat transfer rate, whereas the capacitance effect had no influence on the delay of

the devolatilization.

In Chapter 3, a new tracer technique using carbon-loaded porous bed material
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tracers has been developed to measure horizontal dispersion of solids mixing in

fluidized bed at high temperature that resemble those of commercial operations.

Two ways of carbon-solid tracers were employed; by employing carbon-loaded bed

material with dividing bed using partition plate and by using activated carbon batch

injection. The investigation results within these two experiments show that the

horizontal dispersion of solid mixing was evaluated well. The experimental results

were in satisfactory agreement with the literature calculations.

In Chapter 4, the intrinsic proposed model which includes the reaction rate of

carbon deposit combustion and the solid dispersion has been validated. As the first

step to scaling-up of the FBC system using carbon loaded solids prepared by

capacitance effect, these two factors are examined simultaneously in the present

work in a fundamental manner. The present model is considered to be applicable to

large-scale BFBCs if the solid dispersion coefficient can be predicted.

In Chapter 5, this work is summarized. The work is considered to cover some

essential innovations on FBC of high-volatile fuels. The result of this thesis is

possible to apply for scale-up purposes of commercial bubbling fluidized bed using

porous solids as a bed material.
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APPENDIXA1

Calculation for horizontal gas mixing

The horizontal gas mixing was evaluated by using pure C02 as a tracer gas.

The C02 gas with concentration of 5% in average was injected at different vertical

positions of 0.00 m, 0.05 m and 0.10 m above the distributor plate and different

horizontal positions of 0.01 rn, 0.04 m and 0.08 m from the left wall. The sample gas

from each probe was collected in a gas bag then analyzed using a gas

chromatography.
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Fig A~2 Gas mixing from horizontal position of 0.04 m at different vertical injection points

above distributor plate.
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Fig A.3 Gas mixing from horizontal position of 0.08 m at different vertical injection points

above distributor plate.

The experimental results as shown in Fig. A1, Fig. A2 and Fig A.3 were then

summarized in Fig. A4. The CO2 gas concentration was normalized by the average

concentration.
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Table A.1 The summarized results of gas mixing experiments

Injection point Probe position [m]

Lin, m 0.02 0.06 0.1 0.14

0.01 2.03 1.21 0.48 0.28

0.04 1.69 1.25 0.64 0.42

0.08 0.85 1.06 1.10 1.00

To include the effect of the theoretical concentration profile of the gas mixing

into the model of calculations, the numerical equations are drawn from table A.1 .

The equations are shown in the Fig. A and they are rewritten as eq. A1 to A4.
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Fig A.S Gas mixing along horizontal position at different injection points

The equations for each horizontal position (channel) of 0.02 m, 0.06 m, 0.10 m

and 0.14 mare:

Ch.1 =X(O.02) = -134.54x2
- 4.7436x + 2.0908 (A.1)

Ch.2 = X(0.06) = -87.547x2+ 5.6579x + 1.1656 (A.2)

Ch.3 =X(0.1 0) = 85.966x2 + 1.1084x + 0.4563 (A.3)

Ch.4 =X(0.14) = 136.12x2
- 2.0227x + 0.2873 (A.4)

By dividing the bed into 32 of 0.005 m in each cell, the horizontal gas concentration

profile along the bed in each channel is obtained as below:;
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Fig A. 5 Gas concentration profile along horizontal position in each channel.

The time step of calculation (At) is obtained from:

DhAt _ 1
(ALy - 2

(A-5)

where AL denotes distance between neighboring locations =0.005 m. While Dh is

horizontal coefficient dispersion, so the transient change in X with a time step of At

is given as eq. 3-5.

x(t + At, L) "" X(t,L +AL); X(t, L- AL) (A-6)

By solving eq. A-6 f the change in X with time is calculated numerically.
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APPENDIXA2

Horizontal dispersion without gas mixing effect.

Without taking account of a gas mixing effect, the transient change

concentration profile of CO is presented as below. For shutter method of probe #1,

by giving a value of D» = 0.0005 m2/s, the experimental results agreed with the

- Dispersion model 0.0005m2/s
o #1 (Experimental), 943K

1::. #1 (Experimental), 1073K

diffusion model.
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Fig. A2-1. Transient change in CO concentration for probe #1 after removing the shutter.

The one-dimensional diffusion model with a value of D; = 0.0005 m2/s also

agreed with the experimental results of probe #2, #3 and #4 similarly to results for

probe #1.
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Fig. A2-2. Transient change in CO concentration for probes #2, #3, and #4 after removing

the shutter.

For batch injection of activated carbon, a horizontal dispersion coefficient of

0.0003 m2/s was found to match the experimental results.
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Fig. A2-3.Transient change in CO concentration at different horizontal position after batch

injection of activated carbon.
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APPENDIXA3

Horizontal concentration profile of CO2 in two-dimensional

bubbling fluidized bed without gas mixing effect.

The carbon concentration profile without taking account of gas mixing is shown

in Fig. A3-1. The value Dh of 0.003 m2/s gives well correlated with the experimental

results.
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Fig. A3-1. Comparison of experimental results and those of the two-dimensional model.

The comparison is also made to correlation of dispersion coefficient models

reported in the literatures as shown in Fig. A.3-4. For comparison of dispersion

coefficients of 0.00016 m2/s and 0.00068 m2/s, it is found more uniform horizontal

concentration profile at higher dispersion coefficients and for lower oxygen

concentration.
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